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face. These conditions are required at coherent interfaces like twin boundaries, which can be assigned
zero surface-dislocation content. For two adjacent crystals undergoing single slip, relations between plas-
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are only admissible when slip occurs along an hai direction of the hexagonal lattice, and some others only
with a hc + ai slip. These predictions are in agreement with EBSD orientation measurements in commer-
cially pure Ti sheets after plane strain compression.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Many materials like hexagonal close packed (hcp) metals exhi-
bit both slip and twinning as inelastic deformation modes. The
interactions between slip and twinning constitute a long standing
issue in the understanding of the deformation behavior of such
materials. Several mechanisms of twin nucleation and growth as-
sisted by slip dislocations have been proposed, either based on dis-
location theory (Christian and Mahajan, 1995; Hirth and Lothe,
1982; Mendelson, 1969) or on atomistic simulations (Pond et al.,
1999; Serra et al., 1999). Some mechanisms of twin thickening
independent of slip system activity have also been put forward
(Marian et al., 2004; Price, 1961). The present work investigates
slip-twin interactions only at twin onset and at a mesoscopic scale
where it becomes relevant to consider the cristallography of slip
systems. It is concerned with kinematic compatibility at twin/par-
ent interface at the onset of twinning in a parent crystal deforming
by single slip. More speciﬁcally, it investigates the fulﬁllment of
kinematic compatibility conditions between possible slip systems
in the parent lattice and their transform by the shear strain associ-
ated with speciﬁc twin variants. As an outcome, admissible combi-
nations of slip and twinning systems are found, which allows
ruling out the other combinations. Such results may be of interest
as providing a criterion for twin variant selection: twinning shouldll rights reserved.
x: +33 3 87 31 53 66.
(T. Richeton).initiate in regions where only the admissible slip systems (or no
slip system) are active. They could be useful for constitutive mod-
eling, since they provide rules for the simultaneous activity of slip
and twinning within a grain (Capolungo et al., 2009a; Proust et al.,
2007).
The paper outline is as follows. In Section 2, notation conven-
tions are settled. The continuity conditions at discontinuity sur-
faces ﬁxed with respect to the material are introduced in
Section 3. For coherent interfaces like twin boundaries, it is shown
why tangential continuity of the plastic distortion rate is required.
In Section 4, the implications of this tangential continuity condi-
tion are investigated in neighboring crystals undergoing single slip.
Relations between slip planes, slip directions and plastic slip rates
in both crystals are derived accordingly. In Section 5, these require-
ments are applied to twin boundaries by considering the most
usual slip and twinning systems encountered in hcp materials.
Some confrontations with experimental EBSD orientation maps ob-
tained from commercially pure Ti sheets deformed in channel-die
plane strain compression are ﬁnally performed in Section 6. Con-
cluding remarks follow.2. Notations
A bold symbol denotes a tensor and v w the tensorial product
of tensors v and w. We denote Av the action of the second-order
tensor A on the vector v, producing a vector. The symbol AB repre-
sents tensor multiplication of the second-order tensors A and B.
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(A  v)tc = (Atc)  v, the symbol " being shorthand for ‘‘for all’’.
In rectangular Cartesian coordinates
ðAvÞi ¼ Aijv j
ðABÞil ¼ AijBjl
ðA vÞil ¼ eljkAijvk
ðv wÞi ¼ eijkv jwk
ð1Þ
where ejkl is a component of the third-order alternating Levi–Civita
tensor. Besides, a superposed dot on a symbol represents a material
time derivative.
3. Continuity conditions at interfaces
Let us consider a ﬁxed plane interface I separating two crystals
(C,C+) in the current conﬁguration of a continuous medium, with
unit normal vector n oriented from C to C+ (Fig. 1). The limit of
continuous ﬁelds approaching the interface I from above is as-
signed the superscript ‘‘+’’, and that of ﬁelds approaching I from be-
low the superscript ‘‘’’. Hence, the discontinuity in a ﬁeld x at the
interface is denoted [x] = x+  x. Conventional continuum
mechanics requires continuity of both the traction vector Tn (T
being the stress tensor) and the displacement u across the interface
½Tn ¼ 0; ½u ¼ 0 ð2Þ
A consequence of the continuity of the displacement is Hadamard’s
kinematic compatibility condition (Hadamard, 1903) which states
that, in the absence of interface motion, the jump of the transforma-
tion gradient F satisﬁes
½F  n0 ¼ 0 or ½F1  n ¼ 0 ð3Þ
Here, n0 is a vector normal to the interface I0 in the reference con-
ﬁguration (n0 = F1n). Thus, for any unit vector t lying in the inter-
face, relation (3) can also be written in the form
8t 2 I; ½F1t ¼ 0 or 8t0 2 I0; ½Ft0 ¼ 0; t0 ¼ F1t ð4Þ
This relation reﬂects the ‘‘tangential continuity’’ of the inverse
transformation gradient F1 across the interface.
If the disorientation they introduce is not too large, surfaces of
discontinuity such as grain or sub-grain boundaries are conven-
tionally described in terms of surface-dislocations belonging to
the interface. The surface-dislocation density tensor a(I) in inter-
face I has components expressed as a non-dimensional ratio of a
Burgers vector length over a segment length. The surface-disloca-
tions are conﬁned to the interface (a(I)n = 0) and form a two-
dimensional array allowing accommodation of a discontinuity of
the inverse elastic transformation tensor F1e across the interface
(Beausir et al., 2009; Christian and Crocker, 1980)
8t 2 I; aðIÞðn tÞ ¼  F1e
h i
t ð5Þ
Here F1e maps vectors of the deformed conﬁguration onto vectors
of a locally deﬁned stress-free intermediate conﬁguration (Kröner,
1981). Eq. (5) can be thought as a generalized Frank-Bilby relation
(Bilby, 1955; Frank, 1950). Denoting D the tensor that transformsn×t
t
I C
+
C-
n
Fig. 1. Sketch of interface I between crystals C and C+, with normal vector n. The
unit vector t is an arbitrary vector in the interface.elastically the lattice of crystal C into that of crystal C+, Eq. (5)
may also be written as (Christian and Crocker, 1980)
8t 2 I;aðIÞðn tÞ ¼ F1e ðD IÞt ð6Þ
where I is the unit tensor. Eqs. (5) and (6) state that any jump in the
elastic distortion tensor between the two lattices can be accommo-
dated by an appropriate surface-dislocation distribution singularly
supported by the interface. Some recent analyses (Acharya, 2007;
Beausir et al., 2009; Mach et al., 2010; Richeton et al., 2011) suggest
that a more consistent description of the boundary area can be ob-
tained if continuity of the incompatible elastic (or plastic) distortion
across the interface is postulated. In such continuous modeling, the
boundary area is seen as an extended region supporting a continu-
ous density of polar dislocations, and the singular description of the
incompatibility between crystals through surface-dislocations is
surrendered. Hence, the surface-dislocation density tensor is nil
and Eqs. (5) and (6) reduce to
8t 2 I; F1e
h i
t ¼ 0 and Dt ¼ RWt ¼ t ð7Þ
where the transformation tensor D is written in a standard way as
the product of an orthogonal rotation tensor R and a symmetric
stretch tensorW. This last equation reﬂects both the tangential con-
tinuity of the inverse elastic transformation tensor and the fact that
the interface plane is invariant during the transformation of lattice
C+ into lattice C, which actually characterizes a fully coherent
boundary. Equivalently, the elastic transformation tensor D has
two eigenvectors in the interface and two unit eigenvalues. As a
generally non-trivial orthogonal tensor, R has a single unit eigen-
value, associated with a real eigenvector t1 collinear with the rota-
tion axis. Then, Eq. (7) shows that if t1 belongs to the interface, it is
also an eigenvector of the stretch tensorW, with unit eigenvalue. It
also shows that the other eigenvectors of the stretch tensor cannot
belong to the interface. Thus, stating that the stretch tensorW has a
unit eigenvalue, with eigenvector in the interface, amounts to say-
ing that the interface is invariant in the transformation D, as shown
in Christian and Crocker (1980) and discussed in Zhang et al. (2009)
in the context of hysteresis in martensitic transformations. Our re-
sults suggest here that this condition is also equivalent to stating
that the interface contains no surface-dislocation. Eq. (7) has non-
local character, because it links the limits of the elastic transforma-
tion tensor from both sides of the interface. However, it stops short
of providing a characteristic width for the boundary area. Using the
standard elastic–plastic decomposition of the transformation gradi-
ent: F = FeFp, the Hadamard’s condition (3) and (4) leads to a reverse
condition on the plastic distortion Fp for interfaces with zero sur-
face-dislocation content
8t0 2 I0; ½Fpt0 ¼ 0 or equivalently ½Fp  n0 ¼ 0 ð8Þ
The tangential continuity of Fp, as reﬂected by relation (8), may be
achieved through rotation of the crystal lattice in the boundary
area. Many experimental studies have evidenced such intragranular
misorientation (Beausir et al., 2009; Humphreys, 2001; Kamaya
et al., 2005; Perrin et al., 2010; Randle et al., 1996; Scheriau and Pip-
pan, 2008). However, fully coherent boundaries are also observed in
the absence of intragranular misorientation. They arise notably in
twinning and in a few martensitic transformations. It was already
reported that such interfaces can be assigned zero surface-disloca-
tion content (Christian and Crocker, 1980). The result of deforma-
tion twinning is indeed equivalent to simple shear parallel to the
twin interface, which leaves the latter invariant (for a comprehen-
sive description of the crystallography of deformation twinning,
the reader is referred to the literature, e.g. the review of Christian
and Mahajan (1995)). Coherent twin boundaries may also be for-
mally described as symmetrical tilt boundaries using surface-dislo-
cations (Christian and Crocker, 1980; Christian and Mahajan, 1995;
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then be high-angle tilt boundaries and such a description would re-
quire dislocation densities so high that the dislocation cores would
unrealistically overlap in most cases (Christian and Crocker, 1980).
This consideration holds notably for Ti crystals which exhibit high
misorientation angles between parent lattice and all usual twins
(see the values in Table A2 in Appendix A) and to which compari-
sons between theory and experimental data are devoted in Sec-
tion 5. Therefore, we assume in the following that the tangential
continuity of the plastic distortion holds for twin boundaries, and
that the interface is free from surface-dislocations. Then, it may
be also useful to express the compatibility conditions in their rate
form. Let the spatial velocity gradient be
L ¼ _FF1 ¼ _FeF1e þ Fe _FpF1p F1e ¼ Le þ Lp ð9Þ
Hadamard’s kinematic compatibility condition then becomes
½L  n ¼ 0 ð10Þ
For interfaces which remain surface-dislocation free, the enforce-
ment of the elastic or plastic tangential continuity condition then
leads to
½Lp  n ¼ 0 ð11Þ
where Lp is the conventional plastic velocity gradient tensor. For a
single slip situation, Lp may be expressed in the following way
Lp ¼ _Nðx; tÞb h ð12Þ
where b and h are non unit vectors collinear to the slip direction
and glide plane normal, respectively. Their lengths correspond to
the slip system Burgers vector modulus and to the inverse of the
spacing d between adjacent glide planes. _Nðx; tÞ stands then for
the rate of dislocations crossing a speciﬁc point (located at x at time
t), each dislocation carrying the shear strain jbjd . In the following,
_Nðx; tÞ is assumed to be a continuous function of time and position
on slip planes, which simply means that dislocations are continu-
ously gliding in their slip plane.
4. Interfaces between single slip deforming crystals
Let us project an orthonormal frame onto the sketch of Fig. 1
such that e3 = n, e1 = t and e2 = n  t and assume that only one slip
system is active in each crystal. In this speciﬁc case, if the interface
is located at x, relation (11) writes
_N xþ; tð Þbþ  hþ  _N x; tð Þb  h
 
 n ¼ 0 ð13Þ
equivalent to
_cþmþ  nþ  _cm  nð Þ  n ¼ 0 ð14Þ
where m+, n+, m, n are unit vectors. _cþ ¼ _Nðxþ; tÞ jbþj
dþ and
_c ¼ _Nðx; tÞ jbjd stand for the plastic slip rates in each crystal at
time t. In this section, we look for the conditions on
mþ;nþ; _cþ;m;n and _c that satisfy Eq. (14), in order to deduce
necessary conditions between a parent phase deforming by single
slip and its transform by twinning shear. An approach similar in
spirit was used by Ortiz and Repetto (1999) to derive dislocation
wall microstructure at interfaces between two uniformly deformed
regions undergoing single slip. However in their study, the disloca-
tion microstructure is deduced from plastic incompatibility through
a surface-dislocation density tensor at the interface. As a conse-
quence, Eq. (14) is supplemented with some discontinuity of the
elastic velocity gradient Le (which reduces to a pure rotation rate
as these authors do not consider any long-range stress). In the same
spirit, methods based on Hadamard’s kinematic compatibility
condition and predicting the crystallography of martensitetransformations must be mentioned: see the work of Bhattacharya
and co-authors, e.g. Bhattacharya (1991), or early studies such as
Bowles and Mackenzie (1954).
Eq. (14) is obviously fulﬁlled if ð _cþmþ  nþÞ  n ¼
ð _cm  nÞ  n ¼ 0. Such a ‘‘no slip transmission’’ case occurs
when
_cþ ¼ 0 or nþ ¼ nð Þ and _c ¼ 0 or n ¼ nð Þ ð15Þ
Physically, the case _cþ ¼ 0 may correspond to dislocations piling-up
against a hard elastic inclusion and becoming sessile (Richeton
et al., 2011) or to the idealized case of a grain boundary being
impenetrable to dislocations (Puri et al., 2011). A ‘‘no slip transmis-
sion’’ situation is also met when the slip plane merges with the
interface plane, n+ = n. In this case, the continuity condition (14)
imposes no requirement on the slip directions and the plastic slip
rates.
Let us now consider situations allowing slip transmission:
_cþ–0;nþ–n and n– n. Projecting Eq. (14) onto the interface
leads to
_cþmþ1 n
þ
1  _cm1 n1 ¼ 0
_cþmþ2 n
þ
1  _cm2 n1 ¼ 0
_cþmþ3 n
þ
1  _cm3 n1 ¼ 0
_cþmþ1 n
þ
2  _cm1 n2 ¼ 0
_cþmþ2 n
þ
2  _cm2 n2 ¼ 0
_cþmþ3 n
þ
2  _cm3 n2 ¼ 0

8><
>:
9>=
>; ð16Þ
Such system is readily satisﬁed if the two slip systems have the
same orientation in both crystals and if there is continuity of the
plastic slip rate
nþ ¼ n; mþ ¼m and _cþ ¼ _c ð17Þ
Suppose now that n+– n and for instance that nþ1–0. Dividing the
left equations of system (16) by nþ1 leads to
mþi
mi
¼ _c
n1
_cþnþ1
¼ K if mi –0 ð18Þ
If mi ¼ 0, then mþi ¼ 0 from Eq. (14) since nþ1–0. Thus, one can
write m+ = km and because m+ and m are unit vectors, K = ±1.
Without loss of generality, one can consider that K = 1. Slip trans-
mission hence leads to the continuity of the slip direction and Eq.
(14) can then be written as
mþ ¼m ¼m
_cþðnþ  nÞ ¼ _cðn  nÞ

ð19Þ
Relation (19) indicates that n belongs to the plane (n+,n). By def-
inition, m is orthogonal to the plane (n+,n). Thus, it belongs to the
interface plane since m  n = 0. Actually, the two slip planes and
the interface plane intersect each other along the common slip
directionm. As a consequence, the two slip planes are mapped onto
each other by a rotation aboutm, which corresponds to the case of a
tilt boundary (the rotation vector is in the plane of the boundary). If
the plastic slip rates are equal, two conﬁgurations are then possible:
the ‘‘identical conﬁguration’’ already described by Eq. (17) and the
‘‘mirror conﬁguration’’ when the two slip planes are related by a
reﬂection in the boundary plane. In general, the two slip planes de-
part from one of these two conﬁgurations and their misorientation
depends on the ratio of plastic slip rates (19).
Table 1 sums up the different combinations yielding satisfaction
of the continuity condition on the plastic distortion rate in a single
slip/single slip conﬁguration. Considering non-zero plastic slip
rates, these cases actually correspond to ‘‘degenerate interfaces’’
according to the terminology used by Ortiz and Repetto (1999).
They might be inferred from slip morphology observations. Some
typical examples can be found in Krupp et al. (2010), Ohashi
et al. (2009), Wang et al. (2001), Zhang et al. (1999). In particular,
Fig. 10 from Ohashi et al. (2009) shows SEM images of a Ni bicrys-
tal where slip bands bend parallel to the grain boundary in one
grain whereas no slip band is observed close to the grain boundary
Table 1
Summary of the different possibilities to satisfy the tangential continuity of the plastic distortion rate in a single slip/single slip conﬁguration.
_cþmþ  nþ  _cm  nð Þ  n ¼ 0
No slip transmission A: _cþ ¼ _c ¼ 0 Dislocation glide is blocked on either side of the interface (nil velocity).
B: ð _cþ ¼ 0 and n ¼ n ðorÞ _c ¼ 0 and nþ ¼ nÞ Dislocation glide is blocked on one side of the interface and can glide on planes parallel to the
interface plane on the other side.
C: nþ ¼ n ¼ n Dislocations can glide on planes parallel to the interface plane on both sides. Note that the slip
directions belong to the interface plane but are not necessarily the same.
Slip transmission
D:
nþ ¼ n
mþ ¼m
_cþ ¼ _c
8<
:
The two slip systems match perfectly. Note that the slip direction does not necessarily belong
to the interface plane.
E: m
þ ¼m ¼m
_cþðnþ  nÞ ¼ _cðn  nÞ

The two slip planes and the interface plane intersect each other along a same line which
corresponds to the common slip direction. The two slip planes part either from an ‘‘identical
conﬁguration’’ or from a ‘‘mirror conﬁguration’’. Their misorientation depends on the ratio of
plastic slip rates.
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the case B in Table 1. Relation (14) is also fully consistent with the
observations made by Perrin et al. (2010) of a grain deformed in
single slip: the intragranular lattice misorientation is much more
prominent when the slip lines are almost orthogonal to the grain
boundary than when they are almost parallel to it (Figs. 5 and 6
in Perrin et al. (2010)). Indeed, in this last case, n+  n, and the tan-
gential continuity of the plastic distortion is almost veriﬁed with-
out additional lattice misorientation.Table 2
Admissible slip systems for twin mode ð1012Þ s ¼ jðcaÞ23jc
a
ﬃﬃ
3
p
 
and their transforms inside
the twin in a Ti crystal.
Twin variant Admissible slip systems
Parent slip system Twin slip system
(in a Ti crystal)
ð1012Þh1011i B1 P1
P1 B1
pAhai1 ð1014Þh1210i
pAhai4 ð1014Þh1210i
ð0112Þh0111i B2 P2
P2 B2
pAhai2 ð1014Þh2110i
pAhai5 ð1014Þh2110i
ð1102Þh1101i B3 P3
P3 B3
pAhai3 ð1104Þh1120i
pAhai6 ð1104Þh1120i
ð1012Þh1011i B1 P1
P1 B1
pAhai1 ð1014Þh1210i
pAhai4 ð1014Þh1210i
ð0112Þh0111i B2 P2
P2 B2
pAhai2 ð1014Þh2110i
pAhai5 ð1014Þh2110i
ð1102Þh1101i B3 P3
P3 B3
pAhai3 ð1104Þh1120i
pAhai6 ð1104Þh1120i5. Application to deformation twinning
In what follows, our intent is to investigate the tangential con-
tinuity of the plastic distortion rate between a single slip deform-
ing parent lattice and its transform by twinning shear at the onset
of twinning. At this moment, tangential continuity applies to the
ongoing plastic activity in the parent lattice. Thereafter, plasticity
may be developing in the eventual parent/twin conﬁguration
(most probably on different slip systems), and the twin boundary
may start propagating, but these developments are beyond the
scope of the present paper. Twin boundaries are generally well-de-
ﬁned among high-symmetry crystallographic planes (Christian and
Mahajan, 1995). The misorientation between the twin and parent
lattices is also known, one being the mirror image of the other.
In the following, the study will be limited to the most usual slip
and twinning systems encountered in hcp crystals (see in Tables
A1 and A2 the systems taken into consideration) and to Type I
compound twins (the orientation of the new twin lattice relative
to the original parent lattice results from a 180 rotation around
the normal to the K1 plane where the twinning shear occurs (Chris-
tian and Mahajan, 1995)). Recently, Niewczas (2010) set out a
method that provides the relationship between slip systems in
the parent and twin lattices, that is to say the crystallographic
transformation of the slip systems (e.g. slip system ð0001Þh1210i
becomes ð1010Þh1213i after ð1012Þh1011i twinning shear in Mg
crystal (Niewczas, 2010)). This method is based on the correspon-
dence matrix ﬁrst introduced by Bevis and Crocker (1968). For hcp
crystals, Niewczas (2010) found that deformation twins generally
inherit a harder dislocation substructure. However, tangential con-
tinuity of the deformation gradient and plastic transformation ten-
sor at the twin/parent interface was overlooked in this paper.
Type I twinning results in shearing of the parent crystal, which
can be described in the cartesian orthonormal frame by a transfor-
mation tensor in the form (Chin et al., 1967; Niewczas, 2010)
S ¼ Iþ sg1  nK1 ð20Þ
where s is the magnitude of the twinning shear, g1 the twinning
shear direction and nK1 the normal to the K1 plane.We assume that the parent crystal is initially deforming by sin-
gle slip following Eq. (12). If the superscript () stands for the par-
ent crystal and the superscript (+) for the twin crystal, after Type I
twinning, b and h become
bþ ¼ Sb and ðhþÞt ¼ ðhÞtS1 ð21Þ
Since _Nðx; tÞ is a continuous function of time and position on slip
planes, it should remain continuous across the twin/parent inter-
face at twin onset, unless the slip plane is parallel to the K1 plane
(cases B or C of Table 1). In this last case, we would have
(b  h)  nK1 = 0 and b = b+ and h = h+ since the twinning shear
occurs in the interface plane. As a consequence, Eq. (13) applied
to a slip system and its transform by twinning shear reduces to
b h Sðb hÞS1
 
 nK1 ¼ 0 ð22Þ
Let us now consider the relevance of the different cases of Table 1 to
the present situation. Because the twinning shear S occurs in the
interface plane, case D actually restricts to case C. Subsequently,
Table 3
Admissible slip systems for twin mode ð1121Þ s ¼ 1c
a
 
and their transforms inside the
twin in a Ti crystal.
Twin variant Admissible slip systems
Parent slip system Twin slip system
(in a Ti crystal)
ð1121Þh1126i pAhc þ ai1 ð0110Þh2113i
pAhc þ ai4 ð1010Þh1213i
pAhc þ ai5 pAhc þ ai5
pAhc þ ai12 pAhc þ ai12
pB1 ð1211Þh2113i
pB3 ð2111Þh1213i
ð1211Þh1216i pAhc þ ai2 pAhc þ ai2
pAhc þ ai3 ð1100Þh1123i
pAhc þ ai6 ð0110Þh2113i
pAhc þ ai7 pAhc þ ai7
pB2 ð2111Þh1123i
pB4 ð1121Þh2113i
ð2111Þh2116i pAhc þ ai4 pAhc þ ai4
pAhc þ ai5 ð1010Þh1213i
pAhc þ ai8 ð1100Þh1123i
pAhc þ ai9 pAhc þ ai9
pB3 ð1121Þh1213i
pB5 ð1211Þh1123i
ð1121Þh1126i pAhc þ ai6 pAhc þ ai6
pAhc þ ai7 ð0110Þh2113i
pAhc þ ai10 ð1010Þh1213i
pAhc þ ai11 pAhc þ ai11
pB4 ð1211Þ:h2113i
pB6 ð2111Þ:h1213i
ð1211Þh1216i pAhc þ ai1 pAhc þ ai1
pAhc þ ai8 pAhc þ ai8
pAhc þ ai9 ð1100Þh1123i
pAhc þ ai12 ð0110Þh2113i
pB1 ð1121Þh2113i
pB5 ð2111Þh1123i
ð2111Þh2116i pAhc þ ai2 ð1100Þh1123i
pAhc þ ai3 pAhc þ ai3
pAhc þ ai10 pAhc þ ai10
pAhc þ ai11 ð1010Þh1213i
pB2 ð1211Þh1123i
pB6 ð1121Þh1213i
Table 4
Admissible slip systems for twin mode ð2112Þ s ¼ 2ððcaÞ22Þ3ca
 
and their transforms
inside the twin in a Ti crystal.
Twin variant Admissible slip systems
Parent slip system Twin slip system
(in a Ti crystal)
ð2112Þh2113i pAhc þ ai1 pAhc þ ai12
pAhc þ ai12 pAhc þ ai1
pB1 pB1
ð1122Þh1123i pAhc þ ai2 pAhc þ ai3
pAhc þ ai3 pAhc þ ai2
pB2 pB2
ð1212Þh1213i pAhc þ ai4 pAhc þ ai5
pAhc þ ai5 pAhc þ ai4
pB3 pB3
ð2112Þh2113i pAhc þ ai6 pAhc þ ai7
pAhc þ ai7 pAhc þ ai6
pB4 pB4
ð1122Þh1123i pAhc þ ai8 pAhc þ ai9
pAhc þ ai9 pAhc þ ai8
pB5 pB5
ð1212Þh1213i pAhc þ ai10 pAhc þ ai11
pAhc þ ai11 pAhc þ ai10
pB6 pB6
Table 5
Admissible slip systems for twin mode ð1011Þ s ¼ 4ðcaÞ29
4ca
ﬃﬃ
3
p
 
and their transforms inside
the twin in a Ti crystal.
Twin variant Admissible slip systems
Parent slip system Twin slip system
(in a Ti crystal)
ð1011Þh1012i B1 pAhai4
P1 ð1013Þh1210i
pAhai1 pAhai1
pAhai4 B1
pAhc þ ai1 pAhc þ ai1
pAhc þ ai2 pAhc þ ai2
pAhc þ ai3 ð5411Þh1123i
pAhc þ ai12 ð1451Þh2113i
pB1 ð5495Þh2113i
pB2 ð9455Þh1123i
ð0111Þh0112i B2 pAhai2
P2 ð0113Þh2110i
pAhai2 B2
pAhai5 pAhai5
pAhc þ ai2 ð4511Þh1123i
pAhc þ ai3 pAhc þ ai3
pAhc þ ai4 pAhc þ ai4
pAhc þ ai5 ð4151Þh1213i
pB2 ð4955Þh1123i
pB3 ð4595Þh1213i
ð1101Þh1102i B3 pAhai3
P6 ð1103Þh1120i
pAhai3 B3
pAhai6 pAhai6
pAhc þ ai4 ð5141Þh1213i
pAhc þ ai5 pAhc þ ai5
pAhc þ ai6 pAhc þ ai6
pAhc þ ai7 ð1541Þh2113i
pB3 ð9545Þh1213i
pB4 ð5945Þh2113i
ð1011Þh1012i B1 pAhai1
P1 ð1013Þh1210i
pAhai1 B1
pAhai4 pAhai4
pAhc þ ai6 ð1451Þh2113i
pAhc þ ai7 pAhc þ ai7
pAhc þ ai8 pAhc þ ai8
pAhc þ ai9 ð5411Þh1123i
pB4 ð5495Þh2113i
pB5 ð9455Þh1123i
ð0111Þh0112i B2 pAhai5
P2 ð0113Þh2110i
pAhai2 pAhai2
pAhai5 B2
pAhc þ ai8 ð4511Þh1123i
pAhc þ ai9 pAhc þ ai9
pAhc þ ai10 pAhc þ ai10
pAhc þ ai11 ð4151Þh1213i
pB5 ð4595Þh1123i
pB6 ð4595Þh1213i
ð1101Þh1102i B3 pAhai6
P6 ð1103Þh1120i
pAhai3 pAhai3
pAhai6 B3
pAhc þ ai1 ð1541Þh2113i
pAhc þ ai10 ð5141Þh1213i
pAhc þ ai11 pAhc þ ai11
pAhc þ ai12 pAhc þ ai12
pB1 ð5945Þh2113i
pB6 ð9545Þh1213i
T. Richeton et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 1355–1364 1359cases B, C, D and E all imply that the slip direction must belong to
the K1 plane, which leads to b+ = b = b (conservation of the Burgers
vector). For cases B, C and D, the slip plane is parallel to the K1 plane
and _N can be discontinuous across the twin/parent interface. For
Table 7
Chemical composition of commercially pure titanium T40.
Element H C N O Fe Ti
Composition (ppm(wt.)) 3 52 41 1062 237 Balance
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_cþðnþ  nK1Þ ¼ _cðn  nK1Þ then conducts to
hþ  nK1 ¼ h  nK1 ð23Þ
which is actually always true for the present case where
(h+)t = (h)tS1 (see the proof in Appendix B). As a conclusion, slip
systems (with non-zero plastic slip rates) which remain compatible
with their transform by twinning shear are those and only those
which Burgers vector belongs to the K1 plane. Tables 2–6 identify
these admissible correspondences between slip and twinning sys-
tems in hcp crystals. Note that the results are given in hexagonal
indices but that all the calculations were performed in an orthonor-
mal frame (see e.g. Niewczas (2010) for details about the transfor-
mation of hexagonal indices to orthonormal coordinate system).
Following the method set out by Niewczas (2010), the transforms
of the admissible slip systems inside the twin are also given in
the case of a Ti crystal (c/a = 1.587).
Inspecting Tables 2–6 ﬁrst shows that there always exist com-
binations of slip and twinning systems that verify relation (22).
By construction, these slip systems share a same slip direction.
However, their glide planes are different and could in addition
have different crystallographic nature. When the glide plane
matches the K1 plane, it remains unchanged after twinning shear.
This situation can occur in second-order pyramidal slip with
ð2112Þ twin mode (Table 4) and in ﬁrst-order pyramidal slip with
ð1011Þ twin mode (Table 5). In some other instances, the glide
plane changes but keeps its crystallographic nature. Such a situa-
tion may occur in ﬁrst-order pyramidal hc + ai slip with ð1121Þ
twin mode (Table 3) and in ﬁrst-order pyramidal hai slip with
ð1013Þ twin mode (Table 6). In these two typical situations,
d+ = d, meaning that the plastic slip rate is kept invariant. They
correspond respectively to the ‘‘identical’’ and to the ‘‘mirror con-
ﬁguration’’ described in case E of Table 1.
Interestingly, the twin modes ð1012Þ and ð1013Þ are only com-
patible with slip occurring along an hai direction of the hexagonalTable 6
Admissible slip systems for twin mode ð1013Þ s ¼ 4ðcaÞ29
4ca
ﬃﬃ
3
p
 
and their transforms inside
the twin in a Ti crystal.
Twin variant Admissible slip systems
Parent slip system Twin slip system
(in a Ti crystal)
ð1013Þh3032i B1 pAhai1
P1 ð1013Þh1210i
pAhai1 B1
pAhai4 pAhai4
ð0113Þh0332i B2 pAhai5
P2 ð0113Þh2110i
pAhai2 pAhai2
pAhai5 B2
ð1103Þh3302i B3 pAhai6
P3 ð1103Þh1120i
pAhai3 pAhai3
pAhai6 B3
ð1013Þh3032i B1 pAhai4
P1 ð1013Þh1210i
pAhai1 pAhai1
pAhai4 B1
ð0113Þh0332i B2 pAhai2
P2 ð0113Þh2110i
pAhai2 B2
pAhai5 pAhai5
ð1103Þh3302i B3 pAhai3
P3 ð1103Þh1120i
pAhai3 B3
pAhai6 pAhai6lattice. Conversely, the twin modes ð1121Þ and ð2112Þ are only
compatible with slip occurring along a hc + ai direction of the hex-
agonal lattice. The twin mode ð1011Þ is compatible with both hai
and hc + ai directions.6. EBSD orientation measurements in commercially pure
Ti sheets after plane strain compression
6.1. Material and sample preparation
Commercially pure titanium sheets with the composition given
in Table 7 were hot-rolled to 1.5 mm thickness. Grain growth
annealing was performed at 750 C for 2 h to produce a fully
recrystallized microstructure. After annealing, the samples were
mechanically ground up to 4000 # grit SiC paper and then electro-
lytically polished at 5 C and 17 V for 30 s in a solution of 10 ml
perchloric acid in 90 ml methanol.
The samples were channel-die compressed in two passes. 8%
reduction was reached after the ﬁrst pass and 16% after the second
one. To follow the rotation of the individual grains during the
deformation, a 500  300 lm2 area was carefully polished and
mapped with four micro-indentations marks. The orientation of
all the grains in this polished area (about 800 grains) was mea-
sured by SEM/EBSD before and after each pass. Fig. 2 shows a
sketch of the channel-die compression test. Before each test, two
sample plates were ﬁrmly stuck together as shown in the ﬁgure
to avoid sliding during compression and to maintain a good surface
quality (Bao et al., 2010).
6.2. Crystallography and identiﬁcation
Fig. 3 shows three EBSD orientation maps acquired at initial
state, after 8% and 16% reduction. The grain size in the sample
ranges from 150 to 250 lm. Such large grains are known to favor
the formation of twins during deformation. We have examined
more than 80 grains along the process and identiﬁed all the twin
modes, their variants and their order of appearance. Compressive
twins ð1122Þ (or C Type) and tension twins ð1012Þ (or T1 type)
were commonly seen, but no tension twin ð1121Þ (or T2 Type)
could be observed. In the course of deformation, secondary twins
appear inside primary twins: speciﬁcally, T1 tension twins occur
inside C compression twins, and C compression twins inside T1
tension twins.
The twin mode was identiﬁed according to the lattice misorien-
tation. The twin variants were then characterized by a trace anal-
ysis method. The trace angles of all possible twin planes on the
grain surface were calculated with respect to the sample coordi-
nate system. The trace angles of the observed twin planes were
measured in the same coordinate system, and compared with the
calculated ones in order to identify the corresponding active twin
variant.
6.3. Results analysis
The present study focuses on 15 speciﬁc grains that exhibit
twinning. Table 8 provides the maximum Schmid Factor (SF) on
the different slip system families of these grains and their primary
twins. It also indicates which twin variants were activated and
Fig. 2. Sketch of the channel-die set-up.
Fig. 3. EBSD orientation maps at initial state and after 8% and 16% reduction (from top to bottom).
Fig. 4. Two T1-type twin variants occurring within Grain 3.
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ing to Eq. (22). Deducing which slip system is active on the basis of
the SF values is hardly possible in Ti crystals, due to high anisotropy
of the critical resolved shear stresses (CRSS) of the various slip sys-
tems. Ongoing work is devoted to accurately estimate these values
(e.g. see Jones and Hutchinson (1981) for experimental measure-
ments and Poty et al. (2011) for atomistic simulations). Further,
the SF values are computed from the macroscopic stress state and
initial lattice orientations. The latter may be quite different from
the local stress state and current lattice orientations, due internal
stresses build-up and lattice rotation in the course of deformation.
SF values might nevertheless give some clue about the initial slip
process, in particular regarding prismatic slip. Numerous studies
have indeed clearly established that the primary slip mode in hex-
agonal titanium is ð1010Þh1210i prismatic slip. The CRSS for pris-
matic slip is generally assumed to be much lower than that of the
other slip systems (Jones and Hutchinson, 1981; Poty et al., 2011).
Among the 24 grains and twins taken into consideration, 10 have
their maximum SF on a prismatic slip system, with values higher
than 0.46 (Table 8). For these grains and twins, it can be assumed
with high conﬁdence level that slip indeed initially occurred on
the prismatic systemwith the highest SF. From Table 8, the popula-
tion of grains and twins can actually be split into two ensembles:
grains and twins from population A exhibit a SF on a prismatic slip
system higher than 0.46, while grains and twins from population
B exhibit SF on prismatic slip systems not higher than 0.15 and ap-
pear to be favorably oriented for hc + ai slip. Remarkably, the T1-
type twin only operates within population A, i.e. in grains and twins
that are favorably oriented for prismatic slip, whereas the C-typetwin only operates within population B, i.e. in grains and twins that
are favorably oriented for hc + ai slip. This observation is in full
agreement with the predictions of Tables 2 and 4 inferred from
the tangential continuity of the plastic distortion rate expressed
at twin onset through Eq. (22). If the maximum SF among the
admissible slip systems for the T1-type twins always belongs to a
prismatic system, it is however never the one with the highest SF
(Table 8). From this observation, one might conjecture that within
population A, twinning starts to operate only when the secondary
prismatic slip becomes active, and in regionswhere the primary slip
has stopped and the primary dislocations have become sessile. Con-
versely, for C-type twins, the SF among the admissible slip systems
is always very high (>0.44), or corresponds to the maximum SF of
the second-order pyramidal slip (see grains 9, 11 and 12 with
respective SF: 0.38, 0.43 and 0.40). As a consequence, one might
infer that deformation is initially driven by the second-order
pyramidal slip in these grains. Twinning is generally considered
Table 8
Maximum Schmid Factors (MSF) on the different slip system families for the grains and twins analyzed, identiﬁed twin variants and MSF among the corresponding admissible slip
systems according to Eq. (22). The MSF on the prismatic family is colored in red when it is higher than 0.46 (population A) and in blue when it is lower than 0.15 (population B).
0.08
1362 T. Richeton et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 49 (2012) 1355–1364as a process that allows relaxation of the internal stresses, which is
consistent with the fact that twinning does not seem to occur
during easy glide, but rather with the onset of secondary slip or
during hard glide like hc + ai slip in Ti.
Multiple primary twin variants were identiﬁed in some grains of
Table 8. In particular, two T1-type twin variants were observed in
Grain 3 (see the two directions of twin plane traces in Fig. 4). These
two variants lead to the same lattice orientation, as can be observedfrom the color code in Fig. 4, and as could also be deduced from the
data in Table 2. Interestingly, they are predicted to be compatible
with the same slip systems of the parent lattice on the basis of rela-
tion (22) (see Table 2). It is therefore meaningful that they develop
simultaneously within the same grain. Among the 80 grains of the
polished area, two grains similar to Grain 3 were found, but no
grain exhibiting T1-type twin variants leading to different lattice
orientations. Grains 13–15 also exhibit multiple twin variants but
Table A1
Slip systems in HCP crystals.
Table A2
Twinning variants in hcp crystals. Misorientation values are given in case of a Ti
crystal.
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slip systems of the parent lattice. However, in these cases, many
hc + ai slip systems have very close SF values (see Table 8) and slight
intra-granular lattice misorientation may easily lead to the activa-
tion of different slip systems within the grains.
7. Conclusion
The present paper is aimed at analyzing the relationships that
exist between a slip system in the parent lattice and its transform
by twinning shear in connection with tangential continuity condi-
tions on the plastic distortion rate at twin/parent interface. Along
with Hadamard’s kinematic compatibility conditions, these condi-
tions are required on coherent interfaces like twin boundaries, as
the latter can be assigned zero surface-dislocation content. For
two neighboring crystals undergoing single slip, relations between
plastic slip rates, slip directions and glide planes are accordingly
deduced. The fulﬁllment of these conditions is investigated at the
onset of twinning in a single slip deforming parent crystal, in hex-
agonal lattices. It is found that combinations of slip system and
twin variant satisfying the tangential continuity of the plastic dis-
tortion rate always exist. In all cases, the Burgers vector belongs to
the interface plane. Interestingly, some twin modes are only
admissible with slip along an hai direction of the hexagonal lattice,
and some only with slip along a hc + ai direction of the hexagonal
lattice. These theoretical predictions are in full agreement with
EBSD orientation measurements in commercially pure Ti sheets
after plane strain compression.
According to the present results, twin formation should occur in
regions where only admissible slip systems (or no slip system) are
active. Such a rule may have implications for constitutive modeling
efforts (e.g. Capolungo et al., 2009a; Proust et al., 2007), because it
sets restrictions to the simultaneous activity of slip and twinning
within a grain. Such results may also provide a criterion for twin
variant selection. Active twin variants generally exhibit high SF,
but large deviations from this rule are sometimes reported (Capo-
lungo et al., 2009b). In the present experiments, all active twin
variants had indeed high SF (>0.38) but very few exhibited the
highest possible SF. Although not sufﬁcient for a unique selection
of the emerging twin variant, the continuity conditions on plastic
distortion rate at twin/parent interface enabled ruling out several
twin variants with high SF in our data, including the one with high-
est SF in most cases. On this experimental basis, the SF cannot be
taken as the only relevant parameter for twin variant selection.
Admittedly, extensive experimental work is still needed to validate
the present conclusions in larger sampling data sets. Complemen-
tary in situ TEM observations could help ascertaining the active slip
systems in the parent lattice.
The present work dealt with the onset of twinning in a single
slip deforming parent crystal. It does not preclude the activation
of any slip system once the twin is built. However, the tangential
continuity of the plastic distortion rate implies that the twin/par-
ent interface acts as a strong barrier to dislocation slip if non-
admissible slip occurs in a grain in the presence of the twin inter-
face (because the plastic slip rate should then tend to zero when
approaching the interface, cf. Eq. (15)). Such effect is well-docu-
mented in the literature, notably in case of TWIP steels. The pres-
ent theory shows nevertheless that twin interfaces do not act as
barriers for some combinations of twin and slip systems.
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Appendix A. Slip and twinning systems in hcp crystals
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In a cartesian orthonormal frame, the cross product h  nK1
writes
h  nK1 ¼
h2 n
K1
3  h3 nK12
h3 n
K1
1  h1 nK13
h1 n
K1
2  h2 nK11
2
64
3
75 ðB:1Þ
h+ is deduced from h through the transformation tensor S (cf. Eq.
(21))
hþ ¼ hð ÞtS1
 t
¼ h1 h2 h3
  1 sg1nK11 sg1nK12 sg1nK13sg2nK11 1 sg2nK12 sg2nK13
sg3nK11 sg3nK12 1 sg3nK13
2
64
3
75
0
B@
1
CA
t
¼
h1  snK11 g1h1 þ g2h2 þ g3h3
	 

h2  snK12 g1h1 þ g2h2 þ g3h3
	 

h3  snK13 g1h1 þ g2h2 þ g3h3
	 

2
64
3
75 ðB:2Þ
Developing the cross product h+  nK1 leads thus to
hþnK1¼
h2 n
K1
3 snK12 nK13 g1h1 þg2h2 þg3h3
	 
h3 nK12 þsnK12 nK13 g1h1 þg2h2 þg3h3	 

h3 n
K1
1 snK11 nK13 g1h1 þg2h2 þg3h3
	 
h1 nK13 þsnK11 nK13 g1h1 þg2h2 þg3h3	 

h1 n
K1
2 snK11 nK12 g1h1 þg2h2 þg3h3
	 
h2 nK11 þsnK11 nK12 g1h1 þg2h2 þg3h3	 

2
64
3
75
¼
h2 n
K1
3 h3 nK12
h3 n
K1
1 h1 nK13
h1 n
K1
2 h2 nK11
2
64
3
75¼hnK1 ðB:3Þ
which gives the proof of the correctness of Eq. (23).
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